Why Switch from MAS 90/200?
SMB Quick Reference Series

SMB Suite Brings Superior Benefits to Businesses.

SMB Suite, based on Microsoft Dynamics GP, out performs Sage MAS solutions in terms of the number of optimal users, number of warehouse
locations supported, complexity of account systems supported, and more.
For those companies already using Microsoft Office and Windows, you’ll find that SMB Suite is easy to use and works smoothly with the familiar
Microsoft products you’re already using.
The technology behind SMB Suite gives you the speed, power, and functionality to grow with your business. Microsoft’s investment in business
software is unprecedented in the accounting software industry and customers can feel comfortable knowing that their accounting software will
always leverage new technologies as they emerge.

Functionality Differences at a Glance:

Functionality

MAS90

MAS200

SMB Suite

Optimal # of Users

9

50

200

Max. Periods in Fiscal Year

13

13

368

Number of Budget Revisions

3

3

99999

Open Periods in General Ledger

26

26

99999

Open Periods in Accounts Payable

2

2

99999

Open Periods in Accounts Receivable

2

2

99999

Open Periods in Payroll

9

9

99999

Ease of Use Example:
No one enjoys the task of closing the month and the can be more challenging when there is little room for deviation. A typical month end
closing starts out asking you to complete step 1 before moving to step 2. With SMB Suite closing a month can be as simple as clicking a box and
if you need to re-open the month, you simply unclick the box.
Technology Differences at a Glance:
•
•
•

MAS is not MAPI compliant. MAPI compliant gives you the ability to generate email from with SMB Suite.
MAS has not earned a Microsoft Back Office logo because there has not been enough testing on the Microsoft SQL Server and its
stability.
MAS is also not XML compliant. XML compliant is an industry standard and allows you to build electronic data interchange (EDI)
connections between your suppliers, with your customers, and vendors - far more easily and for less money.

Take a look at SMB Suite and see why so many companies are choosing it for their Accounting and Financial Reporting solutions. The SMB Suite
delivers to your business superior functionality, ease of use - and in a budget friendly way!
Discover how you can start benefitting from collaboration with the SMB Suite by simply visiting www.getsmb.com or by calling 1-800-525-NEXT.
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